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We have developed many kind of laser sensing systems based on the new lasers and optical systems.  Advantage of our 
method is noninvasive for imaging.  Depending on applications, requirement for light source is much different and needs the 
development of original light source and also optical system.  In the presentation, we introduce possibility of laser sensing 
technology through our previous works for medical sensing, agriculture, monitoring of infrastructure, environmental sensing, 
and science applications. An example is the sensing system for infrastructure.  Many infrastructures such as buildings, bridges 
and tunnels were constructed about 60 years ago in Japan. Increasing of maintenance fee is important issues for our country.  
So simple and precise method for measurements are strongly required.   For measurement of the surface conditions of the 
tunnel by 3D imaging, we introduce a frequency shifted feedback laser in order to obtain the precision of distance between 















































                                                                               
 
